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Total returns

Performance review

The March quarter was a rollercoaster ride for 
Australian small-cap equities where a pull-back in 
the first half of the quarter was more than offset by 
a sharp commodity-driven rally over the balance of 
the quarter, catching many investors, us included, by 
surprise. For the quarter, the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries 
Accumulation Index finished up 1.0% after being down 
more than 5% in January, while the S&P/ASX Small 
Industrials Accumulation Index finished down 1.1%. 
The OC Premium Small Companies Fund finished the 
quarter down 3.7%. For the three years to 31 March 
2016, the Fund has returned 12.0% p.a. which is well 
ahead of the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation 
Index and the S&P/ASX Small Industrials Accumulation 
Index, which have been +1.5% p.a. and +8.0% p.a. 
respectively over the same period.

It has been some time since the Fund has 
underperformed its small-cap benchmark by more 
than a nominal amount, although it is not surprising 
we underperformed when one examines the best 
performers in the Index during the quarter. Of the 10 

At 31 March 2016 1 month % 3 months % 6 months % 1 year % 3 years % p.a. 5 years % p.a.
Inception % p.a.

(Dec 2000)
OC Premium 4.3 -3.7 6.8 10.0 12.0 11.8 11.4
S&P/ASX Small Ords Accum 5.5 1.0 12.5 3.7 1.5 -2.1 5.0
Outperformance -1.2 -4.7 -5.7 6.3 10.5 13.8 6.4
S&P/ASX Small Ind Accum 6.0 -1.1 10.7 5.8 8.0 7.8 5.9
Outperformance -1.8 -2.6 -3.9 4.2 4.0 4.0 5.5

best performing small-cap names, nine were commodity-
driven businesses and one was an unprofitable 
biotechnology company. Long-term investors would be 
aware we are not comfortable with the risk profile of 
these types of stocks and screen them out of our portfolio 
construction process. 

Since we last wrote to unitholders at the end of 
February, there have been a few positive noteworthy 
developments.

Aconex (ACX, +21.0%) - was up during the quarter driven 
by a strong interim earnings result and the acquisition of 
CONJECT, the leading cloud construction collaboration 
service provider in Europe. The company’s interim 
operational result was above market expectations 
with revenue, EBITDA and NPAT all well above the 
company’s upgraded forecasts. Pleasingly, the cash flow 
was also solid, placing ACX in an excellent position to 
make strategically sensible acquisitions which is what 
management delivered with CONJECT. German based, 
CONJECT is the leading provider by revenue in Europe 
and is a market leader in the key German, UK, French and 
Russian markets. We believe Aconex and CONJECT will be 
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a potent combination of the number one and two players 
in the European and Middle Eastern (EMEA) markets 
and will make it very difficult for competitors to develop 
scale. Aconex will look to migrate CONJECT’s 670-plus 
customers onto the Aconex platform over the next three 
to five years, which will deliver cost synergies for the 
company. The deal ought to be highly earnings per share 
accretive for ACX shareholders. 

Ardent Leisure (AAD, +1.3%) - bounced back strongly in 
March after announcing a strategically sensible review 
focused on, among other things, selling the low returning 
d’Albora Marinas business and redeploying the majority 
of the capital into the company’s key growth engine, 
the US-based, Main Event business. As recently as the 
February interim result, we had urged management to 
consider this course of action (I’m sure we were not alone 
in this) which ought to allow the Main Event business 
to accelerate its growth without the need for a dilutive 
capital raising. It will also allow management to invest a 
small amount of capital into the theme parks business 
which has been subject to recent under investment. 
The company also announced it was reviewing the 
appropriateness of its stapled security structure. Again, 
we view this as sensible and an unwinding of this 
structure may ultimately be in the best interests of 
shareholders particularly should the Marinas business be 
sold and Main Event grow to become a larger proportion 
of earnings. While there is plenty of water still to pass 
under the bridge and no sale can be assured, we are 
pleased the company is listening to its shareholders 
and trying to maximise the growth potential of the very 
attractive Main Event business.

We were quite active over the quarter and exited or 
significantly reduced our shareholdings in a number of 
companies that either failed to meet our operational 
expectations, or which face more challenging earnings 
outlooks than we had been anticipating. One of our key 
disciplines is to cut stocks from the portfolio when they 
fail to meet our operational expectations and when they 
no longer stack up on a risk versus return assessment. 
We have exited or reduced our weightings in Cover-More 
Group, Programmed Maintenance Services, Simmonds 
Group and Lovisa, each of which were discussed in the 
January or February monthly reports. 

The Fund also sold its holding in Mineral Resources 
(MIN) (+49.9%) following a very strong share price 
performance during the quarter as the company 
reached our valuation target. 

Pleasingly, we have redeployed capital into a raft of high 
quality new names including Speedcast International (SDA), 
Eclipx Group (ECX), Blackmores Limited (BKL) and Gateway 
Lifestyle (GTY). The following is a brief overview of each:

Speedcast International (SDA) - a global network and 
satellite service provider offering high quality managed 
networks in over 90 countries. SDA designs, integrates, 
operates and maintains networks for customers across 
a range of industries including commercial shipping, 
telecommunications, government, mining and energy. We 
expect the company will continue to generate low single-
digit organic growth and we back the strong management 
team to continue to deliver value accretive acquisitions.

Eclipx Group (ECX) - a leading player in vehicle fleet 
leasing, fleet management and diversified financial 
services in Australia and New Zealand. ECX helps 
consumers and businesses of all sizes access the funds 
they need to operate through fleet leasing, novated 
leasing, vehicle sales, commercial equipment finance and 
consumer motor vehicle finance solutions. The company 
has undergone a significant turnaround and new client 
wins are expected to underpin solid earnings growth.

Blackmores (BKL) - the iconic Australian natural health 
company was a stand-out share market performer in 
CY15 as the share price experienced a very strong re-
rating (+512%) driven largely by Chinese demand for the 
company’s premium ‘clean and green’ Australian-made 
products. More recently, the share price had pulled 
back materially due to concerns about disruption within 
its Chinese distribution channels brought about by tax 
and regulatory change. Our recent visit to China and 
discussions with industry players and government officials 
has led us to conclude that these risks are overstated. 
Although we expect some short-term disruption, the 
proposed changes are unlikely to have a material long-
term impact on BKL and are adequately priced in at the 
current share price ($170). Our view is that Chinese 
demand for BKL’s key products will continue to grow, 
fuelled by the emerging middle class and the company 
having a very sophisticated Chinese distribution network 
through which it can service this demand.

Gateway Lifestyles (GTY) - is an Australian company that 
operates in the Manufactured Home Estates (MHE) sector 
of the broader aged care industry, providing affordable 
community living to senior Australians. The company is 
focused on the conversion of mixed use residential parks 
to MHEs as opposed to greenfield development and has 
a track record of strong growth in both rental income 
and development profits from the sale of manufactured 
homes. The continued growth of GTY and the overall 
sector are underpinned by Australia’s aging population 
and housing affordability issues, which should support 
the company’s strategy in the coming years.

Additionally the Fund is in the process of purchasing 
another small-cap stock that we think is a compelling 
investment opportunity. We will be happy to share more 
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Top 5 holdings#

Company ASX code
APN Outdoor Group APO
Burson Group BAP
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare FPH
Silver Chef Limited SIV
Vocus Communications VOC

detail around this company with our investors once we 
are set in our Fund.

Outlook

The strength in global equity markets over the past six 
weeks suggests the international economic landscape 
is less treacherous than back in January when concerns 
about the growth trajectory of China, the plummeting 
oil price and the spectre of negative interest rates in a 
growing number of countries threatened to drive markets 
sharply lower. 

But seasoned investors know complacency can be the 
enemy of performance and while most of the issues 
seem under control for the time being, they could easily 
flare up again and see investors retreat back into “risk-
off” mode. As a consequence, the portfolio remains 
conservatively positioned ahead of the US reporting 
season (April), especially given domestic investor 
sentiment is likely to be tempered somewhat ahead of 
the federal budget (in May) and an Australian federal 
election (possibly as early as July).

On a positive note, there have been some recent signs 
the domestic economy is managing a slow transition 
away from the commodities boom, particularly in the 
retail space where a number of companies including 
Myer, The Reject Shop, Pacific Brands and Premier 
Investments have reported improved trading conditions. 
Nevertheless, the upcoming election will likely dampen 
consumer confidence and the structural issues facing 
most Australian listed “bricks and mortar” retailers have 
no easy resolution. Our preferred stocks in this space, 
Burson Group and Baby Bunting, both reported strong 
results ahead of market expectations. Furthermore, both 
have future growth strategies underpinned by store roll-
out programs.

We mentioned last month we would be surprised to 
see medium-term strength in the commodity stocks 
given this would most likely require sustained strength 
in commodity prices. It seems that drivers necessary 
for this are not present when one looks at China and 
other key drivers of global commodity markets. We do 
however expect small resource stocks to continue to be 
volatile over the coming weeks as changes in underlying 
commodity prices tend to have large impacts on share 
prices in this space. 

As noted earlier, we have added a number of new 
holdings to the portfolio over the quarter and the team 
has been busy on the road conducting due diligence 
on potential new investment opportunities. Head of 
Investments, Rob Frost, recently returned from China, 
Singapore and Hong Kong and Stephen Evans spent two 

weeks in England visiting ASX-listed companies. On these 
trips, we met with management of the international 
operations of a raft of ASX-listed stocks including 
Blackmores, G8 Education, Speedcast International, 
Lovisa, BT Investment Management and Henderson 
Group. We also met with important government officials, 
competitors of our holdings and a host of local analysts 
who provided us with many valuable insights.

Recent market strength has played into the hands of 
local investment bankers and once again we are being 
inundated with meeting requests to see a wide range 
of companies planning to list on the ASX in the coming 
months. We are in the process of undertaking due 
diligence on a number of businesses including WiseTech 
Global, Reliance Worldwide, ArcPac, Tegal Foods, Global 
Traffic Network, Bravura and Red Bubble to name a few. 
Pleasingly, some of them look to be of reasonable quality 
and certainly worthy of further detailed due diligence. 
But as usual, details on how most of these IPOs will be 
priced is scant at this stage so our enthusiasm will be 
tempered until more details emerge. 

We remain confident the Fund is well positioned to 
continue to deliver our investors strong returns over the 
coming years and we thank all our unitholders for their 
ongoing support.
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* The performance comparison of $20,000 over 5 years is for illustrative 
purposes only. All returns shown are based on Australian dollar figures. 
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
The total returns shown are prepared on an ongoing basis (i.e. they 
include all ongoing fees and expenses and assume reinvestment of 
all distributions). They do not take personal taxation into account. 
The comparison with the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation 
Index is for comparative purposes only. Index returns do not allow for 
transactional, management, operational or tax costs. An index is not 
managed and investors cannot invest directly in an index. There is no 
guarantee these objectives will be met.

# The top 5 portfolio holdings are in alphabetical order and may not be 
representative of current or future investments. The securities listed 
may not represent all of the portfolio’s holdings and may represent only 
a small percentage of the strategy’s portfolio holdings. Future portfolio 
holdings may not be profitable.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. The 
total return performance figures quoted are historical, calculated using 
end-of-month mid prices and do not allow for the effects of income tax or 
inflation. Total returns assume the reinvestment of all distributions. The 
performance is quoted net of all fees and expenses. The indices do not 

incur these costs. This information is provided for general comparative 
purposes. Positive returns, which the OC Premium Small Companies 
Fund (the Fund) is designed to provide, are different regarding risk and 
investment profile to index returns. A performance fee of 20.5% is payable 
annually on any excess performance (after deducting the management 
fee) above the benchmark, S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation 
Index, to 30 June. A performance fee is only payable where the Fund 
has returned 5% or more since the last performance fee was paid. This 
document is for general information purposes only and does not take into 
account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular 
needs of any specific reader. As such, before acting on any information 
contained in this article, readers should consider the appropriateness of 
the information to their needs. This may involve seeking advice from a 
qualified financial adviser. Copia Investment Partners Ltd (AFSL 229316, 
ABN 22 092 872 056) (Copia) is the issuer of the OC Premium Small 
Companies Fund (ARSN 098 644 976). A current PDS is available from 
Copia located at Level 25, 360 Collins Street, Melbourne Vic 3000, by 
visiting the website ocfunds.copiapartners.com.au or by calling 1800 442 
129 (free call). A person should consider the PDS before deciding whether 
to acquire or continue to hold an interest in the Fund. Any opinions or 
recommendation contained in this document are subject to change 
without notice and Copia is under no obligation to update or keep any 
information contained in this document current.
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